The differences in phonological systems between Indonesian and English systems are the central problems that university students often encountered in speaking practice. Students usually transfer the system of their own mother tongue to the target language. Tliis article is intended to explore the problems ofEFL students in Jenderal Soedirman University in speaking the target language correctly. The discussion focused on the typical mistakes that the university students made in phonological aspects. Analysis was given to problems in the aspect which occurred during their speaking class. It was hoped that this could become an idea of the EFL teacher to devise the materials for teaching students in tertiary level.
Introduction
Many students of the university come to the English Language and Literature Department with prior formal English language learning from their formal institution (i.e., senior high schools), or informal institution (i.e., private English courses). Some of them progress fairly well in acquiring an acceptable level of English pronunciation. Their speech is not accent free, but their pronunciation does not interfere markedly with their communication or other's attitudes towards them. There are other leamers, however, who are unable to communicate efficiently due to their accent and poor pronunciation in English when they start leaming EFL. Indonesian students have particularly problems due to the great difference between their native language and English (Eire, 1993) .
Training in listening and pronunciation skills has been in the past relatively superficially treated area of Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL), with little research', and until recently, little commercially available JourntttofEngtishandEducathn,\o\.Atio.2 -Dcscmbcr 2010 classroom material (Brewsteret.al.^2003) . This is particularly so with materials using authentic Englishaccentsand dealingwiththe nativedialectofEnglish, like American, British, andAustralian (Harmer, 2001 ).
There is also an assumption amongst many teachers that pronunciationwill develop with all areas of communicative competence (Brewster et.aL, 2003) . There are some experts who do not consider that any special attention should be paid to pronunciation teaching. They believe that learners should be trained in techniques in everyday conversation and social interaction to overcome communication breakdown (Cohen, 1990) .
Some teachers even consider that it is self-defeating to correct leamer's problems ormakethemawareofsuchdifficulties. It isthe fact thatlittleattentionis paid by teachers to pronunciation needs ofstudents within the limits of their busy teaching time (Doff, 1999) . Word stress placement does not receive a certain amount of attention, and this is one of the most significant factors in communication breakdown for Indonesian university students ofEnglish.
Approaches in Developing Listening Skill and Pronunciation Practice
There is a diversity of opinion on the best approach to the development of clear English pronunciation (Hedge, 2002) . The materials used for the teachingleaning process should be in a more global approach than pure pronunciation exercise. Pronunciation teaching needs to be integrated into the whole process of listening to and speaking English (Cox, 1999) .
Withdrawal of students for special pronunciation classes andallocation of •special times in class for pronunciation training is preferred in some teaching contexts. For instance, students in Diploma III English Department of Jenderal Soedirman University studyPronunciation in a specialsubject.However, students often find such isolated teaching hard to relate to general language learning. Therefore, the materials used for teaching pronunciation should integrate listening and pronunciationskills,as aural discriminationneedsto precede oral production.
Demand for, and expertise in the teaching of the spoken language has developed and the advent of the audio-lingual method. There is, however, an imbalance between listening and speaking, in favor of speaking skills. The assumption is that language is learned by active production and practice (Cook, 1991) . Producing language has been seen as an 'active' process, whereas listening is considered as a'passive'process (Hadley, 2001) .
A particular for language learners in listening comprehension is the little control over the intake of language, since this is largely controlled by the speaker (Scrivener, 1997) . With reading, the so-called 'passive' process, the'language learners can control the intake. Knowledge has increased recently about the reading process, and the syntactic, and semantic cueing systems by which we predict and understand what we read and the meaning thereof.
Knowledge is increasing about the listening process, the phonological, semantic, and syntactic cueing systems by which we derive meaning from speech (Hadley, 2001 ). There is a great need for the development of expertise in this area as students may understand and produce English language in an idealized, controlled form in the classroom, but are nit equipped to comprehend authentic spoken English and communicative effectively in the community (Hedge, 2001 ).
Model for Language Learning
Research in the first and second language acquisition has produced different models for learning a language. Littlewood (cit. Cook, 1991) outlines a model of creative construction. According to him, the cognitive strategies that learner bring in order to develop internal representations of the language. This creative construction model particularly seeks to explain how learners 'acquire' an underlying knowledge of the language, which is distinct from performance skills. That is 'productive' skill are the external expression of the system internalized at whatever stage ofdevelopment the learner has reached. • Presumably, the utterances cannot precede the system that generates them. This is not only the true with language forms and structures, but on phonological dimensions of stress, rhythm, and intonation. Learners cannot produce segmental sounds or stress patterns, rhythm, and intonation before they can aurally discriminate them (Doff, 1999) . This creative construction model contrasts greatly with the learning model implicit in most of the current approaches to actually teaching a foreign language (Cook, 1991) . The graph below explains the differences ofthe models. predetermined examples of language, the productive activity rather than the internal processing will lead them to internalize the underlying system (Harmer, 2001 ). In the initial stages of children acquiring their native language, aural discrimination andcomprehension has the highest priority. Children demonstrate comprehension on many utterances long before they denlonstrate any ability to produce intelligible speech (Brewster, 2003) . Empirical evidence to substantiate this commonsense notion has been provided by many excellent studies of child language acquisition (Cook,1991) .
Paralinguistic features of language act as signposts to guide the listener through the structure of an utterance (Cox, 1999) . When a speaker is making a remarkhe/sheconsidersto be a central pointingthe conversation; the importance will be conveyed by marking andwiththeparalinguistic features of slow tempo, extended pitchrange, precise articulation, extended timing, andstress.
Stress, intonation, andrhythm of the language are important in conveying meaning. Haiey (2001) cites the evidence that in terms ofthe fnst language acquisition, infants actually receive stress and rhythm before they leam to perceive phonetic segments. Infants babble with stress and intonation-like rises, and falls from 6-8 months, preceding theproduction ofsegments by 6months. Similarly, learners of English as a foreign language need tobegin withthe supra segmental before attempting to master segmental sounds (Hedge, 2002) .
Stress and rhythm inEnglish take years toacquire forthenative speaker. Therefore for the speaker ofother languages, itisanarea that will develop over time. English language leamers need to be exposed to authentic native speech to perceive the rhythm of the language, and the teaching methodology needs to focus on these supra segmental aspects ofthelanguage (Harmer, 2001 The researcher acted as the teacher of the subject called 'Speaking 4'. Duringthe class, the researcherobserved, noted down and recorded the activity. After that, the researcher analyzed some incorrect pronunciations of the students.
The researcher grouped the common errors that the students made as a basic
consideration for deciding what materials should be focused on helping the students to improve their listening skills as well as their pronunciation in the next semester.
While observing for 7 weeks or half of the semester, the researcher also interviewed informally to some of the students regarding their mistakes. The researcher needed to clarify the causes of-the problems that the students encountered. By doing this, an appropriate treatment could be applied to help studentsimprove their listening skills and pronunciationpractice, especially in the form ofmaterials that the students used.
Result and Discussion
The following notes concemed problems that were encountered by students with the pronunciation and the structures of English. The problems applied equally to most the students taking the subject of Speaking 4. The results were categorized into pronunciation problems and other difficulties.
a. Pronunciation
There were some vowels that were not representing inuch difficulty in any position. For instance, students could pronounce [e] as in the word "egg", "bed". However, many students produced too broadly of the vowel, so this tended to be confused with [ae] .
Students found problems in pronouncing vowels in one position only. Many students could not pronounce correctly the [?] , like in the words of "doctor", and "pocket". The vowel is common in Indonesian in all position except as the final sound ofwords. Therefore, many students found difficulty in pronouncing words, such as "fatheif', "sail^', and "measure'.
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The chiefdifficulty likelyto be foundwith [?] was notin itspronunciation, but in its use as a substitute for most vowels, in weakly stressed syllables. The sound [?] in Indonesian was spelt "e". Students were not accustomed to" pronouncing othervowel letters as [?] . Therefore, students had to practice in this intensively.
Due to the fact that all vowels in Indonesian were relatively short, students found problems indistinguishing thevowels which werelargely distinguished by vowel length.The difficulty was increasedby the fact that the Indonesian language equivalent ofeach vowelwas generallybetween themembersofthe pair in phoneticquality. For instance,the Indonesian "I" is tenserthan English , Diphthongs were found in Indonesian, such as [ i] as in "oil", "boiling" and "toy"; [ai] as in "I", "mine", and "my"; and [au] as in "owl", "loud, and "now". Actually these diphthongs occurred in Indonesian. However, there were a tendency for students to pronounce [ai] Indonesian were "berahi" and "meniahif' [ai] , and ''bahu" and"perahu" [au] .
It could be also noted that the above three diphthongs were all a little bit difficult for students when occurred before final consonants, like in "oil", "mine", "town". Where final consonants did follow such vowel combinations in Indonesian, the effect was less diphthongal than elsewhere.
Below were diphthongs that did not occur in Indonesian. As a result, students found problems when pronoimcing them. Those were [ia] as in "ear", "pierce"; [Z §] as in "truer"; [ea] like in "drawer"; [aa] as in "air', "fair"; [ei] like in "aim", "main", day"; and [ou] as in "own", "home", "so". Those diphthongs had similar vowel combinations in Indonesian such as [ia] Most students failed to notice the importance ofthe ending consonants [-z Stress is not so clearly marked in Indonesian as in English. Many students stressed the word invariably on the second last syllable since there was a fairly consistent tendency for stress to fall on this syllable of words in Indonesian.
•This tendency linked with other difflculties such as final consonant cluster difficulty that led to unintelligible pronunciation such as "even" for "event". Consequently, this would also aff^t comprehension. Students heard "even" and think they have heard "event" because they always pronounced "event" as "even".
The characteristic sentence rhythm of English was difficult for students because they were lack of linkers and stress. As a result, students' pronunciation of English sentences created their inability to comprehend normal rhythmic English in conversation. All structures should be taught and drilled in natural rhyAm.
On the surface, there does not appear to be a marked difference between some of the intonation patterns of English and those of Indonesian. Many students had trouble with the intonation of question. They tended to use an upwardintonation inquestions beginning withquestion words,whichrequired a downward intonation in English.
Conclusion
Students of Diploma 3 English in JenderalSoedirman Universityneed to raise the awareness in phonologicalaspects when practice speaking. Most ofthem had little concern with the sounds ofEnglish structured. Actually, it is important to recognize that the individual whowishesto learna new language must leam a new set ofphonological rules in the target language.
Topronounce somedifficultvowelsandconsonants in English,Indonesian students could practice the sounds using the minimal pairs. This could prove helpful in contrasting the sounds withthose oftensubstituted for them. However,
